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Hi! I’m Leah.

Current
Director of Research & Design, Widen Enterprises
Introduction to UX instructor, UW Madison Continuing Education

Past
Design Researcher, Delve (formerly Design Concepts)
Digital Services Librarian, Wisconsin Center for Education Research
Metadata Librarian, UW Digital Collections Center

Education
M.A. Library and Information Studies, UW Madison
B.A. History & Philosophy, Roosevelt University
UX Certification, Nielsen Norman Group



Today’s content

What is design thinking?

Learning the process

Examples throughout

Make a plan for action



Ninety minutes from now you will… 

Be familiar with the process 

Be ready to share it with your colleagues

Have practice working through the steps

Start thinking about concrete project ideas



Zoom housekeeping

Mute yourself unless you’re speaking to the full group

Update your display name to first name + pronouns

Use the chat feature to ask questions and share observations

Turn off your VPN

Disruptions? Try logging out and logging back in



What is design thinking? 



Design thinking in a nutshell

A multi-stage problem solving process, with a constant focus on the people who 
will engage with the product, service, or experience you’re working on

Requires designers to analyze and foresee how people are likely to use something

Tests the validity of assumptions and decisions throughout the process



Innovation happens at the intersection

Desirable

Feasible Viable



The process

Empathize

Define

Ideate

Prototype

Test



“Everyone designs who devises courses 
of action aimed at changing existing 
situations into preferred ones.”

-Herbert Simon, 
The Sciences of the Artificial



Empathize



Building empathy

You are not your user! 

In order to meet their needs and exceed their 
expectations, you must make a concerted 
effort to know them

Understanding users at a human level builds 
empathy 



How do you do it? 

Many discovery research methods exist

Base selection on the kind of question you 
want to answer and the point you’re at in your 
design process 

Great benefit from using multiple methods



Different types of data

Qualitative

Answers questions about “why” and “how”

Data is gathered by observing and 
engaging with users, often in context

Researcher works from a pre-defined 
protocol, probes on behaviors

Analysis of data is not mathematical

Quantitative

Answers questions like “how many” or “how 
much”

Data is gathered indirectly through research 
instruments such as surveys or server logs

Generates large amounts of data that can be 
coded and analyzed mathematically to compare 
and measure



User interviews

Uncover implicit and explicit needs

Have a plan, but be ready to follow the 
moment



Observation

People can’t always articulate what they do, 
or how they do it 

Observation allows you as the researcher to 
identify latent needs and workarounds

You can still do it remote, but it takes a little 
more creativity



Practice!
Empathy

Who are the people involved? 

● Colleagues
● Leadership
● Community members
● Families
● You
● Groups & organizations



Define



Analysis - what just happened?!

Debrief - Top takeaways

Reframe - I used to think, now I wonder

Search for patterns and insights



Leverage existing knowledge

Gather relevant internal resources - what is 
already known about this problem space?

Think broad - where might you find existing 
knowledge across departments or teams? 



Identify your focus

So what? 

Craft a statement 

Share your findings

Make it actionable



In real life...
This step is really hard to 

practice, hang in there

What’s happening? 

● Crux of the problem
● Current causes
● Impact of the problem

What matters most? 

● Priority 
● Alignment with values & 

mission



Practice!
Define

What are some internal knowledge 
sources to leverage?

● Peer departments
● Expert colleagues
● Documentation

What mission or value statements 
might you align with?

● Your department or team
● City of Madison
● State of Wisconsin



Ideate



Go broad!

Develop multiple potential solutions - divergent thinking

Remix and improve

Think of playing with Legos - gather some potentially useful pieces, build 
something with them next



Seek inspiration

Benchmarking - how are others solving a 
similar problem? 

Innovation is not invention - it’s a different 
way of doing something



Sketch

You can do it!

Focus on basic shapes - squares, circles, 
arrows

Stick figures work well

Short text explainers



Frankenstein

Notes

Ideas

Crazy 8s 

Solution concept



Practice!
Ideate

Where to look for inspiration? 

● Who else has a similar 
problem? 

● What ideas can you draw from 
your personal experiences? 

Draw something!

● Practice shapes, people, 
layouts



Prototype



Fake it!

The cheapest time to discover that an idea won’t work is before you build it

What are your high risk assumptions? How can you learn about them early?

Prototypes help you see if you’re on the right path, not if you’re executing perfectly 



Prototype mindset

From…

Perfect

Long term quality

Fully functioning

To…

Just enough

Temporary simulation

Conveying an idea



Prototyping tools

Fidelity - Accuracy in details

Pick the lowest reasonable fidelity

Common tools: 
PowerPoint/Keynote/Google Slides
Paper & markers
Acting
Repurposeable space



Practice!
Prototype

How might you create a prototype? 

● What would allow you to test 
your assumptions early? 
○ Brochure
○ Website
○ Video

● What materials could you use 
to create a prototype?



Test



Goals of testing

Remember...

The cheapest time to discover that an idea won’t work is before you build it

Prototype testing allows real people to engage with your idea and share reactions

It’s going to be a roller coaster!

They might not like it, get it, or be interested in it

Move forward and build on parts that do resonate



How much is enough?

5 testers will reveal 85% of your issues

Qualitative insights come from interviews and observations
● Once is interesting
● Twice is a pattern
● Three times is a trend



Planning and conducting tests

Friendly welcome to start interview

General, open ended questions for context

Introduce the prototype

Guide your tester through tasks to engage

Debrief with your team

 



Curiosity mindset

Make your tester comfortable, be a good host

Ask why, a lot

Be fascinated by your testers and their 
reactions

Use body language to be friendly and receptive



Practice!
Test

Open ended questions 

● What are some introductory or 
context building questions you 
might use?

Traits of interviewers

● Think of TV or radio 
interviewers you admire, what 
makes them great?



“Design is not just what it looks like and 
feels like. Design is how it works.”

-Steve Jobs



Thank you!
Send questions to Leah at leah.ujda@gmail.com

Keep in touch on LinkedIn

mailto:leah.ujda@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/leahujda/


Design thinking your way through any challenge
Empathize - Through a variety of primary research methods, develop 
authentic understanding of the people experiencing the challenge 
you set out to address

Define - Use the needs that you observed in research to prioritize, 
scope, and communicate the details of the problem space

Ideate - In collaboration with cross-disciplinary colleagues, develop 
multiple potential solutions that build upon each other and leverage 
broad expertise

Prototype - Rapidly create a representation of one or many potential 
solutions in order to gain quick, low cost feedback on your idea

Test - Share the prototype with your intended users and develop a 
plan for evaluating how well the solution concept meets their needs 
and expectations

Understanding users at a human level builds empathy

Reframe and reflect - I used to think, now I wonder

Innovation is not invention - it’s a different way of doing something

The cheapest time to discover that an idea won’t work is before you 
build it

Bring a curiosity mindset to your prototype tests, be a good host

“Everyone designs who devises courses of action aimed at 
changing existing situations into preferred ones.” -Herbert Simon

Keep in touch! leah.ujda@gmail.com

mailto:leah.ujda@gmail.com

